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In this best-selling knitting guide, Betsy Lee McCarthy offers 17 classic sock patterns guaranteed to keep your feet stylishly warm.
Choosing the right material for your project is made easy with plenty of helpful advice on the qualities of different yarns, including
what feels best, what holds its shape, and what really lasts. You can also take advantage of fiber substitution charts and make your
own creative variations on these timeless patterns. Slip your toes into one comfortable and cozy knit masterpiece after another.
Reveals everything you need to know to loom knit socks. There are 50 projects for no-needle knitting---from colorful baby booties
to beaded sophisticated numbers. All the basics are covered in the comprehensive illustrated introductory chapter, so anyone,
even a beginning loomer, is able to follow along.
Why knit one sock and then start all over again to make a match? Instead, knit two socks at the same time on two circular needles!
With this creative approach, you can slip a sock on each foot as soon as you bind off. Get off to a great start with one basic sock
pattern; then experiment with seven more designs Make cuffs, feet, and toes match exactly from sock to sock; no more measuring
as you go Discover how easy it is to convert any sock pattern for double-pointed needles to this ingenious method
This book focuses on teaching knitters all three methods of knitting socks, using step-by-step photos and a series of helpful hints
and tips. The basic designs are given in three sizes for children, women and men and are made with a popular self-striping yarn.
Includes seven different sock designs. 48 pages, softcover.
17 Pairs of Socks to Knit and Show Off
I Can't Believe I'm Knitting Socks
Socks for Everybody
14 Easy Patterns for Tube Socks
25 Patterns in a Variety of Styles and Techniques
Discover the Easy Magic of Turning One Long Sock into a Pair! Choose from 21 Original Designs, in All Sizes
The Yarn Lover's Ultimate Guide to Creating Socks That Fit Well, Feel Great, and Last a Lifetime

This book collects 25 fantastic patterns for socks inspired by knitting traditions from around the world.
Patterns from top designers including Star Athena, Beth Brown-Reinsel, Candace Eisner Strick, Chrissy
Gardiner, Janel Laidman and Anna Zilboorg are featured, along with an introduction from Nancy Bush,
author of Folk Socks.
Knitting Socks: How to Knit Socks Like a Pro Are you ready to learn how to knit socks like a pro? From caston stitches to binding off, this handbook details the simple steps needed to turn seemingly complicated
sock knitting projects into easy and enjoyable activities. This guide also include many pictures to ensure
that each and everyone including inexperienced knitters will be able to produce high-quality socks and
handle more complicated techniques. Scroll up and Download What are you waiting for? Scroll up and
click the "buy" button to learn all about knitting socks and knitting patterns. --------------------- Tags: Knitting,
Knitting for Beginners, Socks, Knitting Patterns, knitting socks, crochet, crochet patterns
Discover a new approach to sock knitting with Wendy D. Johnson and Socks from the Toe Up. This
approach, made famous by her popular blog WendyKnits.net, will turn even the most reluctant knitter into
a toe-up nut. Knitting a sock from the toe up saves yarn and always gives a perfect fit. And? No grafting!
Wendy provides all the how-tos, tips, and techniques you need, as well as the pros and cons behind all of
the cast-on, toe, heel, and bind-off options, gleaned from her years of experience. With more than 20 fun
and beautiful patterns, Socks from the Toe Up has a sock for every foot. Whether you like bold textures or
hearts and flowers, delicate lace or Bavarian cables, you (and your feet) will be covered here. Even if
you’re casting on your first sock, or have been a top-down sock knitter for ages, you’ll find patterns and
projects here that’ll keep your needles humming. Socks from the Toe Up is the hands-down best guide for
toe-up socks.
Socks continue to be a favorite project of knitters, but “single sock syndrome” — losing interest in knitting
that second sock after the first one is done — is the perpetual dilemma.Knit 2 Socks in 1 introduces a
distinctive new method that will appeal to sock knitters of all levels as the simplest, most accessible way
yet developed to knit two socks at a time. This innovative technique begins with making the first sock’s
cuff. The knitter can then relax and knit a long tube, which makes up the main body of both socks. With
the help of a lifeline (scrap yarn that is threaded through stitches to hold them in place), the knitter can
easily separate the long tube into two socks. The heels and toes are worked with a simple two-row repeat
and are finished with a “hat closure,” a novice knitting technique often used to close the tops of hats.
Much like choosing an alternate ending in a classic “Choose Your Own Adventure” book, the knitter can
choose from 21 different sock styles, featuring a wide range of stitch patterns, design elements, levels of
difficulty, and sizes ranging from child to adult. Knit 2 Socks in 1 is a tried-and-true sock-knitting technique
that allows knitters from all backgrounds to join in on the fun. This publication conforms to the EPUB
Accessibility specification at WCAG 2.0 Level AA.
2-at-a-time Socks
Knit Socks!
Folk Socks
Knit a Pair of Socks with Winwick Mum
Knitting Brioche-Stitch Socks
Knit 2 Socks in 1
Three Methods Made Easy
"Sock knitters now have something to really get their needles into with the lavish and inspirational Socktopus, which is
packed with invaluable tips and 17 fabulous patterns. Full of clear, helpful instruction on topics such as how to master
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turning a heel, sizing a sole, and fitting a high arch, Socktopus is the book that will enlighten and intrigue knitters. Socktopus
is ideal for the aspiring knitter in search of the perfect sock. A comprehensive section on fiber and yarns will entice and
delight yarnaddicts; while newcomers to the world of bespoke socks will never look back. The projects also introduce
techniques that will allow knitters to adapt and create their own designs"-Originally published in 1994, Folk Socks taught knitters in North America all about how to knit socks with Nancy Bush's
careful instructions, charts, and illustrations. Folk Socks offers a collection of 18 sock patterns pulled from European and
British traditions, including boot socks, Birkenstock socks, lacy stockings, kilt hose, cabled and clocked socks, and more.
There is also a chapter on essential sock knitting techniques for heel turns, toe shaping, and top ribbing for knitters of all
skill levels. Folk Socks still contains the same in-depth history and the same step-by-step instruction from Nancy Bush that
sock knitters have come to love and depend on. Now you can get this popular resource with updated information on new
yarns as well as modifications that Nancy has learned since first writing this book. A classic reference, now updated, this is a
must-have for any sock knitter.
Enjoy a fresh new approach to sock knitting! Stephanie van der Linden is a master knitter and shows her technical skills to
great effect in Op-Art Socks. A collector of op-art ceramics, she was inspired to translate graphic optical illusions into knitted
patterns for socks, replicating their eye-popping effects. Op-Art Socks contains 19 projects. Explore graphic colorwork,
textured knitting (knit and purl), shadow knitting, and shifting ribbing to create optical illusions. The book includes black and
white swatches of all patterns so that you can readily perceive the op-art illusions in each piece. Op-Art Socks is truly unique
in theme and designs. Go beyond ordinary sock knitting into new territory!
Whether you’re working socks from the toe up or from the cuff down, designer Donna Druchunas’s complete, step-by-step
instructions make sock knitting easy, enjoyable, and successful. You’ll learn several approaches for getting started, and you’ll
also discover how to shape comfortable toes, create heels that fit, and ensure stretchy cuffs that can be counted on to keep
your socks up. Druchunas’s useful tips and tricks include working confidently with double-pointed needles, knitting socks on
one or two circular needles, and even knitting two socks at the same time. Once you’ve mastered these basic techniques, you
can adapt them to create your own custom sock designs.
How to Knit Socks
The Secret of Knitting Two at Once on One Circular Needle
Sock Architecture
Super Socks
25 Timeless Designs
A Beginner's Guide to Knitting Socks on a Loom with Over 50 Fun Projects
Lace Style
Presents an introduction to knitting socks, describing basic techniques and providing patterns for
beginning and intermediate levels and advice for finishing and blocking the finished product.
Love knitting socks but sometimes hit a snag? Carry this handy answer book in your knitting bag! Wellknown experts Charlene Schurch and Beth Parrott demystify all aspects of sock knitting. Find clear
instructions for both toe-up and cuff-down sock knitting Learn multiple techniques for knitting: casting
on and binding off, working heels and toes, making size adjustments, and more Browse a stitch dictionary
of favorite texture patterns; find options for creating your own unique socks
Offering charts and plans for making infant- through adult-sized projects, this unique book provides
knitters with a complete resource of more than 350 patterns for caps, tams, scarves, vests, sweaters,
mittens, gloves, and socks that are written for multiple gauges to accommodate all weights of yarn from
bulky to fingering. Also included are the basics of pattern design and alteration to allow for the
addition of different types of texture and color patterns or the modification of existing patterns to
accommodate more gauges. Patterns are also accompanied by an assortment of ideas for edgings.
52 Weeks of Socks is a modern collection of sock patterns from Nordic knitting experts Laine. What is
more special than a pair of hand-knitted socks? Perfect for curling up at home on cosy winter evenings
and crisp autumn mornings, or for hiking adventures over spring afternoons and summer nights, knitted
socks are the ultimate small luxury. Whether they're a treat for yourself or a heartfelt gift, there's
love in every stitch. Knitting is more than just knit, knit, purl. It is a feeling. This whimsical book
contains a beautiful pair of socks for every week of the year. That's 52 sock patterns contributed by 46
leading knitwear designers from across the world, suitable for knitters of all abilities. Each uses
different yarns and techniques, including projects with stunning stitch definition and classic slippers
for beginners. From sole to toe, these easy-to-follow patterns will sweep you up with stunning
photography and styling that evokes the inspiring Nordic landscape and slow living. 52 Weeks of Socks is
a book to treasure and return to again and again, not just for weeks but for years to come.
The Sock Knitter's Handbook
17 Classic Patterns for Cozy Feet
18 Innovative Designs Knitted From Every Which Way
Sock Knitting Master Class
Around the World in Knitted Socks
Quick and Easy Way to Master Sock Knitting in 3 Days
The Big Book of Socks
Take a step in a new direction! Go beyond top-down or toe-up construction in New Directions in Sock Knitting. In the eighteen designs
curated by knitting super star Ann Budd, you'll be treated to projects that range from traditional sock patterns to more challenging and
innovative sock constructions. The socks in this collection use a variety of knitting techniques including double knitting, intarsia in the round,
short-row shaping, mirrored color and texture patterns, and multi-directional knitting in both traditional and innovative ways. These techniques
will have you casting on and knitting your socks from unexpected places--starting at the heel or sole or even from side to side! The
instructions are all written in step-by-step detail that will ensure success, no matter which design you choose to knit. Original, innovative, and
unique, it's New Directions in Sock Knitting!
The heel has always been a challenge for sock knitters, so sidestep it! Learn a great new technique and discover how simple sock knitting
can be. Select from 14 easy-to-knit patterns for all ages Use this clever technique to create elastic socks that adapt optimally to the foot
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Discover surprising pattern ideas and a wide range of options for new styles
With an emphasis on innovative designs that range from simple to complex, this collection of contemporary knitting projects includes
garments and accessories for women. Featuring projects with a sense of style that will appeal to knitters of all ages, it includes designs for
socks, hats, sweaters, dresses, and shrugs. A basic primer on knitting lace that is closely linked to the projects in the book includes
information on how to knit lace, choosing yarn and needles, types of increases and decreases, reading charts, simple ways to achieve a lacy
effect, ways to incorporate lace designs in knitting patterns, and information on blocking. Each pattern has detailed step-by-step instructions,
lavish lifestyle photographs, and plenty of detail shots. Experienced knitters looking for inspiration and beginners trying lace knitting for the
first time will find everything needed to knit lace with confidence.
Getting Started Knitting SocksPenguin
A Manual of Elegant Knitting Techniques and Patterns
How to Knit Socks That Fit
Yet Another Revolution in Knitting Two at Once on One Circular Needle! Includes 15 New Sock Patterns
Knitter's Handy Book of Top-Down Sweaters
Creative Effects in Sock Knitting
Socktopus
Techniques for Toe-Up and Cuff-Down Styles. A Storey BASICS® Title

Knit yourself a drawer of beautiful socks with the Knitmore Girls Inspired by the gorgeous sock
drawers of Susan B. Anderson, Jasmin and Gigi of The Knitmore Girls podcast started the hashtag
#operationsockdrawer in an effort to knit a collection of socks just as photo worthy. Tens of
thousands of knitters have since joined the campaign to knit more pretty socks and the hashtag
has grown to more than 200k tags on social media. Think of Operation Sock Drawer as your sock
knitting survival guide. In it you'll find: • 20 original designer sock patterns--more than
enough to fill your first drawer. • Great how-ton information on knitting a variety of toe
shapes, heel styles, options for comfortable ankles, and more! • Darn it! Don't toss old socks,
repair them with simple darning techniques. • Bonus information on knitting socks two at a time,
how to make great yarn to pattern matches, and how to overcome second sock syndrome. Grab your
needles and a skein of yarn, and then join The Knitmore Girls on their mission to expand sock
collections around the globe.
If you've always wanted to knit a pair of socks but haven't known where to start, this book is
for you! From choosing yarn and needles to turning heels and making seam-free toes, the
illustrated step-by-step instructions will guide you through every part of creating your own
beautiful pair of hand-knitted socks.
From cast-on stitches to binding off, this handbook details the simple steps needed to turn
seemingly complicated sock knitting projects into easy and enjoyable activities. Helpful
photographs and instructional drawings ensure that even inexperienced knitters will be able to
produce high-quality socks and handle more complicated techniques, such as the Kitchener stitch
at the toe. Using instructions for five different sizes--from child through adult large--at five
different gauges, knitters can produce styles ranging from delicate dress socks to thick and
furry slipper socks. More adventurous knitters can add variety and flair by following one of 16
unique designs or trying one of the dozens of rib, cable, and lace patterns provided. With
plenty of tips and a handy stitch dictionary, this guide unleashes the creativity and fun of
sock knitting.
Work from the ground up with knitwear design: create your own socks! Sock Knitting Master Class
showcases methods for designing and knitting creative socks, featuring signature elements and
techniques from 16 top designers. You'll learn what makes good sock design, and then dive into
knitting 18 spectacular, brand-new patterns featuring the widest variety of techniques. With
patterns divided into two sections by top-down and toe-up construction, Sock Knitting Master
Class explores such techniques as cables, twisted stitches, lace, stranded colorwork, entrelac,
shadow knitting, and intarsia worked in the round. Plus, you'll discover inventive ways to start
and end socks, shape heels and toes, and knit the soles. Sock Knitting Master Class is an allstar assembly of the most inventive, exciting designers working in socks including Cookie A,
Kathryn Alexander, Nancy Bush, Cat Bordhi, Priscilla Gibson-Roberts, Anne Hanson, Melissa MorganOakes, Meg Swanson, Anna Zilboorg, and many more. And you'll also learn how each yarn
contributes to the overall design from Clara Parkes.
Teach Yourself VISUALLY Sock Knitting
Basic Designs in Multiple Sizes and Gauges
Knitting Socks from Around the World
Knit Two at a Time on Circular Needles
The Knitter's Book of Socks
Getting Started Knitting Socks
Socks from the Toe Up
An ingenious approach to knitting socks reveals how to knit two at once on a single circular needle, explains how to adapt any sock pattern to the two-atonce technique, and furnishes fifteen original patterns for colorful sock designs using a variety of yarn weights.
Cozy, comfy, colorful socks-with this book, knitting them by the dozens is incredibly easy! Make them cabled or plain, striped or solid, ribbed, lacy, or
laddered. Wear them with your favorite clogs, pair them with jeans or skirts, or let them replace your fussy old house shoes. You'll fly through our helpful
hints and photos to create an entire wardrobe of indispensable tootsie-warmers in three sizes for women. Our Extras and General Instructions sections
provide useful information on yarn options, different cast-on techniques, choices between double-pointed needles and circular needles, and different types
of Heels and Toes. You'll be thrilled right down to your (pampered) toes when you say, I can't believe I'm knitting socks! I Can't Believe I'm Knitting Socks
(Leisure Arts #4083)
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Knitting socks is no longer just for your grandmother! Though knitting was once thought of as something that only old women do, it is quickly becoming
trendy even for young people. It enables you to have complete control over style, design, and color of your garments. And once you learn the basic practice,
you can knit almost anything you can think of. What stands in most people's way is getting started. How do you learn to knit socks? Where do you find
knitting patterns? This book answers all of those questions and more. What will this book teach you? * Getting started knitting socks * How to find the right
knitting tools and correct needles for knitting your socks * How to pick the best knitting yarn * 8 Most popular sock knitting patterns * How to size your
socks * How to knit socks from the Top-down * How to knit sock from the Toe-up * Sock Cast-on techniques, such as, Long Tail cast on, Eastern/ Turkish
cast on * The Double Point and Circular Needle methods * Tips on how to knit long lasting, beautiful socks * And so much more!.. Even if you have never
picked up a pair of knitting needles before, you can easily start knitting your way towards a pair of perfect socks with this book. It even includes a Glossary
of Knitting Terms as an added BONUS, so as you expand your projects to other designs and find other patterns, you will never be in the dark. This book
also includes 1 basic top-down sock pattern and 7 additional popular sock patterns for you to work on. While this book is intended to get you started in the
world of knitting, it can easily serve as a refresher for even the most experienced knitter! Whether you want to get started or want to get back to basics and
hone your skills, "Knitting Socks for Beginners" is the book for you. From Tube socks to Fair Isle socks, you have all the information and knitting patterns
you need. Socks are not necessarily the easiest thing to knit, but the techniques used to make a pair of socks introduces you to everything else you need to
know about knitting. This book will guide you through every stage of the knitting process and help you create a pair of perfectly knitted socks, in just three
days! There is no better book for learning the basics of knitting. This acts as the perfect springboard for more complex knitting projects, with all of the
techniques, tips, and terms spelled out to keep you on the right track. If you are looking for a great book about sock knitting, look no further. Get your copy
of "Knitting Socks for Beginners" today! Check Out What Others Are Saying... "This is a brilliant book for beginners. I've never tried knitting before but
now can't wait to get started. The author goes through every step of the knitting process in fine detail. The book is very well written and has excellent
photographs and diagrams. I would definitely recommend this book to anyone who wants to try sock knitting for the first time." - Lesley H "I've been
thinking of knitting for quite a awhile now. I'm glad I stumbled on this book.I'm a total newbie so this book is perfect for me. "Knitting socks for beginners"
gives step by step instructions to get started at knitting socks.Has tons of info- tools, needle size,yarn types.Great help for the beginner. Thanks" - Eric
Bonilla (CA, US) "I've been wanting to learn to knit socks for a LONG time and this book provides a perfect, comprehensive, straightforward guide to
learning to do so. I've read the entire book and feel confident now about the knitting projects I have planned. Can't wait to get started!" - Anne
Knit two socks at a time, while working from the toe up! In this delightful guide, Melissa Morgan-Oakes shares her revolutionary knitting technique that
allows you to try on the socks as you work, avoid running out of yarn, and steer clear of the dreaded Kitchener stitch to finish off the toes. You can apply
this exciting new technique to absolutely any sock pattern to help you to knit fabulous, perfectly formed pairs of socks for the whole family.
Knitting Circles around Socks
Operation Sock Drawer
A New and Inventive Technique with Just Two Needles
Knitter's Handy Book of Patterns
The Ultimate Beyond-the-Basics Guide to Knitting Socks
Loom Knitting Socks
Knitting Socks with Handpainted Yarn

Fiber and yarn enthusiasts nationwide will celebrate Ann Budd's latest addition to The Knitter's Handy Book
series. Answering to a growing interest in knitting sweaters from the top down and knitting seamless sweaters
that require little finishing, this handy book offers instructions for knitting five basic sweater types: circular
yoke, raglan, modified-drop shoulder, set-in sleeve, and saddle shoulder. Patterns are offered in multiple sizes
and yarn gauges and for a broad age group. Following the basics for each of the five sweater types are three
diverse patterns from top designers that illustrate some of the many ways that instructions can be used as
springboards for creative expression, including color, texture, and shaping variations. Also included for
intermediate to advanced knitters are personal design touches, detailed charts, clear instruction, and quick tips
to expand knitting possibilities and maintain creative originality. A key reference for knitters of all skill levels,
this is the new essential knitting resource on your bookshelf.
Socks are portable, fun to knit, and quick to complete—and they make great gifts. This step-by-step guide walks
you through all the techniques used to knit beautiful socks—from buying yarn to working on double-pointed
needles, from turning a heel to grafting a toe. It covers knitting socks top-down, toe-up, and flat, explains how to
create various heels and toes, and gives you a dozen original patterns for everything from baby booties to knee
socks. Whether you're new to knitting or just new to socks, you'll learn the skills needed for a lifetime of creative
sock knitting.
Portable, quick to knit, and universally wearable, new knitters have recently been discovering socks in droves,
while Interweave Knits magazine has been providing original, beautiful patterns for a decade. Featuring 25
beautiful and timeless sock patterns for every occasion in a range of techniques, traditions, and designs, many of
these patterns have become unavailable as original issues of Interweave Knits went out of print, but are
available once again in this inspired collection. Highlights include a tutorial for knitting socks on two circular
needles, instructions for making resoleable socks, and six completely new designs for those avid knitters who
may have every issue of Interweave Knits magazine.
Knitting socks is no longer just for your grandmother!Though knitting was once thought of as something that
only old women do, it is quickly becoming trendy even for young people. It enables you to have complete control
over style, design, and color of your garments.And once you learn the basic practice, you can knit almost
anything you can think of. What stands in most people's way is getting started. How do you learn to knit socks?
Where do you find knitting patterns? This book answers all of those questions and more.What will this book
teach you?* Getting started knitting socks* How to find the right knitting tools and correct needles for knitting
your socks* How to pick the best knitting yarn* 10 Most popular sock knitting patterns* How to size your socks*
How to knit socks from the Top-down* How to knit sock from the Toe-up* Sock Cast-on techniques, such as,
Long Tail cast on, Eastern/ Turkish cast on* The Double Point and Circular Needle methods* Tips on how to knit
long lasting, beautiful socks* And so much more!..Even if you have never picked up a pair of knitting needles
before, you can easily start knitting your way towards a pair of perfect socks with this book.It even includes a
Glossary of Knitting Terms as an added BONUS, so as you expand your projects to other designs and find other
patterns, you will never be in the dark.This book also includes 1 basic top-down sock pattern and 7 additional
popular sock patterns for you to work on.While this book is intended to get you started in the world of knitting, it
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can easily serve as a refresher for even the most experienced knitter!Whether you want to get started or want to
get back to basics and hone your skills, "Knitting Socks for Beginners" is the book for you. From Tube socks to
Fair Isle socks, you have all the information and knitting patterns you need.Socks are not necessarily the easiest
thing to knit, but the techniques used to make a pair of socks introduces you to everything else you need to know
about knitting. This book will guide you through every stage of the knitting process and help you create a pair of
perfectly knitted socks, in just three days!There is no better book for learning the basics of knitting. This acts as
the perfect springboard for more complex knitting projects, with all of the techniques, tips, and terms spelled out
to keep you on the right track. If you are looking for a great book about sock knitting, look no further.Get your
copy of "Knitting Socks for Beginners" today!Check Out What Others Are Saying..."This is a brilliant book for
beginners. I've never tried knitting before but now can't wait to get started. The author goes through every step
of the knitting process in fine detail. The book is very well written and has excellent photographs and diagrams. I
would definitely recommend this book to anyone who wants to try sock knitting for the first time."- Lesley H"I've
been thinking of knitting for quite a awhile now. I'm glad I stumbled on this book.I'm a total newbie so this book
is perfect for me. "Knitting socks for beginners" gives step by step instructions to get started at knitting
socks.Has tons of info- tools, needle size,yarn types.Great help for the beginner. Thanks"- Eric Bonilla (CA,
US)"I've been wanting to learn to knit socks for a LONG time and this book provides a perfect, comprehensive,
straightforward guide to learning to do so. I've read the entire book and feel confident now about the knitting
projects I have planned. Can't wait to get started!"
Toe-Up 2-at-a-Time Socks
Knitting Vintage Socks
Favorite Socks
Innovative Techniques + Patterns from Top Designers
Knitting Socks: How to Knit Socks Like a Pro
Knitting Socks for Beginners
52 Weeks of Socks
A yarn shop owner offers patterns to beginners and advanced crafters alike for knitting socks using a
variety of yarns to fashion cozy, creative and beautiful footwear using a unique straight-needle
method.
International sock knitting sensation Stephanie van der Linden shares an irresistible collection of 26
original designs inspired by global knitting traditions. In Around the World in Knitted Socks, you'll
travel through world cultures by foot and try your hand at new patterns and techniques. Using stitch
motifs and colors, knitting techniques and construction details, the socks blend regional knitting
traditions with Stephanie's unique design flair. Drawing inspiration from signature local textiles such
as Turkish kilim carpets, Japanese sashiko embroidery, Belgian lace, American quilts, and.
Providing technical guidance as well as fun, creative patterns, this resource tackles handpainted
yarns, identifying the many challenges--and many opportunities--they provide for knitting socks.
Focusing on how to make the most of these much-loved yarns, it explains how to design projects with
hand-dyed material versus other types of yarns, how to avoid the pitfalls of pooling and splotching,
and how to combine multicolored hand paints with other types of yarns. Fresh, modern sock patterns from
a variety of contributors illustrate their successful techniques, showing that with creativity and a
little technical know-how, knitters can fully take advantage of these beautiful, yet sometimes tricky,
yarns.
"'Sock Architecture' is perfect for both experienced and novice sock knitters. This thorough,
imaginative collection of sock shapes and patterns gives you the tools to construct an astounding
variety of custom socks. All heels and toes are carefully explained and clearly photographed, and you
can plug in your own numbers to work at the exact size and gauge you want. If you'd rather just pick up
the needles and start knitting, 'Sock Architecture' also includes 17 fully designed patterns. Most span
five sizes, from women's extra small through men's large. And most of the patterns offer guidelines for
an adjustable size so you can choose your own gauge, size, or both. Make socks that are as unique as
you are!"--Page 4 of cover.
Knit Your Socks on Straight
Op-Art Socks
Socks Soar on Two Circular Needles
26 Inspired Designs
New Directions In Sock Knitting
Expert Advice, Tips, and Tricks
The History & Techniques of Handknitted Footwear, Updated Edition

Everything old is new again, and this collection of vintage sock patterns mines Weldon's Practical Needlework, a
compilation of newsletters published more than 100 years ago, for some of the best. Twenty-four classic patterns are
updated here for modern knitters with the inclusion of gauges, contemporary yarns, modern methods, and modern sizes.
Filled with fascinating household and historic tidbits from the era, along with little-known tips such as an unconventional
way to shape a heel, this historical and gracefully written book evokes a more genteel time while presenting a bevy of
colorful socks not seen for nearly a hundred years. After an introduction to a few techniques from the original Weldon's,
the patterns begin with an 1887 pair of Gentleman's Shooting Stockings with Fluted Pattern and end with a pair of Ladies'
Silk Stockings with Clocks from 1914. Intended for knitters of all levels, this walk down memory lane revives some very
classic patterns that may have been gone but are not forgotten.
A sock is a work of wonder. No other knitted garment has as many structural demands or endures as much wear and
tear. The humble sock must defy gravity, suffer the confines of our shoes, and endure being trampled on all day long. All
too often, the root cause of a sock's triumph or failure is the yarn itself. In The Knitter’s Book of Socks, Clara Parkes
shows you how to knit socks from yarn up, following the sock yarn life cycle from its foundations to its final moments on
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a proud foot. By understanding a sock's basic needs—elasticity, strength, and moisture management—you’ll learn how to
play with these tools like building blocks, confidently combining fiber, twist, ply, pattern, and clever stitch tricks to
construct your perfect pair of socks. To help put these principles into practice, The Knitter’s Book of Socks also offers
20 fresh, original patterns from today’s sock-design luminaries, including Cookie A, Cat Bordhi, Ann Budd, Nancy Bush,
Anne Hanson, and Melissa Morgan-Oakes. The socks presented here run the gamut from simple knit-and-purl
combinations suitable for beginners to innovative designs with lush colorwork, swirling cables, and delicate lace.
Understanding the elements of yarn is the first step on every successful sock knitting journey. With this book as your
guide, you’ll learn how to make any sock yarn shine and love every pair of socks you knit.
(Knitting - Knitting for Beginners - Socks - Knitting Patterns)
The Guide to Building Your Stash of Hand-Knit Socks
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